**4-6 MONTH BEGINNER PUPPY**

**INDEPENDENT SPECIALTY JUDGE (9/24):** Mrs. Patricia Sosa  
**NATIONAL SPECIALTY JUDGE (9/27):** Mrs. Marianne Conti

### INDEPENDENT SPECIALTY JUDGE (9/24)
- **39**  
  **BRU TOWN’S DEFYING THE ODDS.**  
  **-dog**  
  **BREEDER(S):** TIMOTHY & CHERYL BRUBAKER  
  **SIRE/DAM:** CH BRU TOWN N XTREME’S DIDN’T C ME COMING X GCH CH XTREME N RODEL’S PERFECT BLEND  
  **OWNER(S):** TIMOTHY & CHERYL BRUBAKER

### NATIONAL SPECIALTY JUDGE (9/27)
- **77**  
  **BRU TOWN’S DEFYING THE ODDS.**  
  **-dog**  
  **BREEDER(S):** TIMOTHY & CHERYL BRUBAKER  
  **SIRE/DAM:** CH BRU TOWN N XTREME’S DIDN’T C ME COMING X GCH CH XTREME N RODEL’S PERFECT BLEND  
  **OWNER(S):** TIMOTHY & CHERYL BRUBAKER

- **66**  
  **DANEK’S EYE OF THE HURRICANE.**  
  **-bitch**  
  **BREEDER(S):** LISA & CLAUDIA TREMBLAY  
  **SIRE/DAM:** GCH DANEK’S TRIBUTE TO LEATHERNECK X HURRICANES PERFECTLY SUNNY  
  **OWNER(S):** JANET EKSTROM & LISA TREMBLAY

**ABA INDEPENDENT SPECIALTY**
- **BEST BEGINNER PUPPY IN SPECIALTY:** **39**
- **BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST BEGINNER PUPPY IN SPECIALTY:** **77**

**ABA NATIONAL SPECIALTY**
- **BEST BEGINNER PUPPY IN SPECIALTY:** **87**
- **BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST BEGINNER PUPPY IN SPECIALTY:** **156**

### JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP

**INDEPENDENT SPECIALTY JUDGE (9/24):** Mrs. Patricia Sosa  
**NATIONAL SPECIALTY JUDGE (9/28):** Mrs. Marianne Conti

#### BULLMASTIFF, JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP - OPEN INTERMEDIATE
- **1**  
  **MARCONIANN’S RIDGETOPS THUNDER ROAD.**  
  **-dog**  
  **BREEDER(S):** GALINA DITTMAN & OLGA WHITTALL  
  **SIRE/DAM:** BELONG TO ME IZ DVARISKIU X CH BULLSTOCK’N GARROWAYS NIKITA  
  **OWNER(S):** GALINA DITTMAN & OLGA WHITTALL  
  **JUNIOR:** RONIE WHITTALL #24966474004

- **2**  
  **BEOWULF & NEVAEH HARD FAST & BEAUTIFUL.**  
  **-dog**  
  **BREEDER(S):** JENNY BAUM & DEBBIE BRUNER & JESSICA DAVIS  
  **SIRE/DAM:** GCH BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINT OURS, YOURS AND MINE, RN CGC X BEOWULF BOLD & BEAUTIFUL  
  **OWNER(S):** HANNAH NEWELL & JENNY BAUM & JESSICA DAVIS  
  **JUNIOR:** HANNAH NEWELL #76402176004

**DOG CHANGED TO**
- **OXFORD’S KING OF DIAMONDS.**  
  **-dog**  
  **BREEDER(S):** ANGELA NEWELL & CHRIS LEZOTTE & ALAN KALTER & JENNY BAUM  
  **SIRE/DAM:** CH-BCH BANSTOCK N HIGHPOINT’S OURS YOURS AND MINE RN CGC X HAPPYLEGS GRACE OF DIAMONDS  
  **OWNER(S):** ANGELA O NEWELL & HANNAH E NEWELL

- **1**  
  **GIZAH’S OUT OF THIS WORLD.**  
  **-bitch**  
  **BREEDER(S):** LISA ELLIS

**ABA INDEPENDENT SPECIALTY**
- **BEST JUNIOR HANDLER IN SPECIALTY:** **87**
- **RESERVE BEST JUNIOR HANDLER:** **156**

**ABA NATIONAL SPECIALTY**
- **BEST JUNIOR HANDLER IN SPECIALTY:** **87**
- **RESERVE BEST JUNIOR HANDLER:** **156**